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(Artikel No. 07-211D)

for the O&P field
Infrared-Oven IR2101 - DUAL

NEW
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Infrared-Oven IR2101 - DUAL
The IR2100 is the next step of the successful Witzel IR-oven line. It has been designed for the special needs of 
larger moulds in the O&P field. The IR2101 - DUAL combines two ovens in one.

A heated area of 2140 x 1040 mm allows to heat larger material sheets even for custom made seats for 
wheel chairs etc. Additionally this DUAL version allows to use the oven for two totally independent heating 
tasks at the same time. So two sheets of 1x1 meter or two Blister-forming trays can be heated separately. 
The double thermostat controller allows to process materials with different temperature requirements at 
the same time.

The IR2101 - DUAL is equipped with the new next generation control systems. This allows the user to store 
four temperature settings which can be easily called up by use of a single button. The new two-line displays 
keep the user constantly updated of the preset and actual temperature values. Signal lights inform the user 
when the set temperature of the respective process is reached, even if he is not standing right in front of the 
control panel.

Teflon-coating
(replaceable)

Blister-Forming tray +
cradle available as

an option

The stepless height adjustable
and movable Roll-about Tray
is independent from the oven

and thus you can comfortably move
your heated material to your work-place

Two independent Thermostat 
controller systems allow to 

use the oven either for large 
sheets or two different tasks

The components of the WITZEL 
DUAL - IR control

• 2x Digital  PID-Controller with two-line display
   and signal-light for set point
• 2x Optical Temperature-feeler, measures the
   exact surface temperature of the material
• 2x Speed dial button for calling up 4 preset
   temperature values
• Separate operation of the left and right oven side for an 
  economical adjustment of the heating-area to the material´s size
• automatical IR-tube shut-off when oven door is opened

IR2101 - DUAL 
suitable for:
+ Flat plastics
+ Blister-Forming
+ Pre-Preg
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Space-saving sliding
door with ball-bearing guides

and gas shocks (2x)2x Double-pane
viewing window

Removable legs allow
an easy assembling

 at any place

3x 25 Watt 
illumination

Oven-housing
movable on casters

Infrared-heat is radiation-heat which heats materials and not air.  The  ingenious optical temperature control 
system of our Witzel Infrared-ovens gives you the absolute control over the surface temperature of the mate-
rial - and that´s what is important! 

Thus we have been able to combine the enormous heating-power and -speed of the infrared-tubes with a 
reliable temperature control. Due to the measuring of the material´s surface temperature (and not the inside 
air temperature) the full performance of the IR-tubes can be used.

The result is an oven which is instant on, which needs no preheating time and does not overheat and burn 
materials. Caused by this “ON DEMAND” use the energy consumption is drastically reduced. Usual pre-heating 
times of up to one hour are definitely a thing of the past!

Never burn your plastics again!

Infrared-Oven IR2101 - DUAL
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Technical Details:
Type: IR2101 - DUAL - Infrared Oven for the O&P field 

including movable Roll-about tray
Unit with DUAL temperature control and removable dash panel. Suitable 
either for heating 2m x 1m or independent 2x 1m x 1m.

Footprint: approx. 3,1m² / oven housing movable on casters

Dimensions: Outside: W 2400 mm - D 1240mm - H 1300mm
                 Total height with door opened: 1750mm
Inside:    W 2100mm - D 1090mm - H 500mm

Roll-about tray: Independent, 4 locking casters,
locking gas shock lift adjustment - locks at any height, Single-hand operation
effective heating area: W 2040 x D 1040 mm
Lift range:  740 mm  -  1000mm

Power supply: 400V / 50Hz / 3 Phase / (32 Amp. CEE) / total capacity 12,9 kW
(other voltages available) 

Heating: 28 Infrared-Quartz-tubes with reflector
Dual zone switching (2x 14)

Temperature control: opto-elektronic IR-measuring unit
Measuring of the material´s surface temperature!

Temperature control: PID-Controller, infinitely variable from 30°C to 250°C
two-line display showing preset and desired temperature, four presettings 
storable, recall by Speed-dial button with indicator light

Door mechanism: space saving vertical movement, gas shock (2x) assisted, ball bearing guided,  
Double-pane viewing window

Illumination: 4 x 25 watts

Colour: Inside Stainless steel, 
Outside structural effect paint, blue/lightgrey RAL 5017/7035.

Weight: net:  390 kgs (Housing and Roll-about tray)
gross: 580 kgs (including crate)

Available Options: • Pre-Preg Option (2 ducts for Vacuum-hoses) (Art. No. 07-135)
• One-fits-all stand for Blister-Forming tray 
  (width adjustable) (Art. No. 07-131)
• Blister-Forming tray 360mm (Art. No. 07-132)

Infrared-Oven IR2101 - DUAL


